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DRAFT
Introduction
Populations of white-tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus) have recently increased in many areas
of the eastern United States to the point of causing damage to ecosystems, people, rare plants,
other wildlife & the deer themselves.
In East Hampton, the uncontrolled explosion in the deer population has reached an emergency
level according to the Deer Management Working Group (DMWG). The DMWG proposes to
address this emergency with a management plan that is comprehensive in its scope of solutions
considered, effective in both short term results and long term sustainability and compassionate to
all species, including people. The goal of this management plan is to restore balance and
sustainability to the town’s natural environment.

Overview: An Emerging Emergency
We have too many deer. In technical terms, the white-tailed deer population exceeds the
community’s cultural carrying capacity or is extremely near exceeding the human populations
ability to absorb without meaningful threats to public safety, public health, personal property and
the environment. The biological carrying capacity, the number of animals that the land can
support, may also be at tipping point.
While scientific methods have yet to confirm these observations, it is the consensus of most
people living in East Hampton. As stated, the factors determining “too many” are both cultural
and biological.
There are several bases for the emerging public health crisis. Tick borne illnesses such as Lyme
disease, Babisiosis and Ehrlichiosis have also increased. A report from a single doctor said the
number of Lyme disease cases among his patients more than doubled from 60 in 2010 to 125 in
2011. The incidence of reported deer/vehicle collisions in East Hampton has increased from 25
in 2000 to 108 in 2011, an increase of over 400%. Property damage complaints are greater than
ever and now originate from even the town’s most urbanized areas. High fences (so-called Deer
Fences), installed to prevent deer damage to landscaping, gardens and farm crops, have
proliferated and are making an unmistakable negative impact on the character of our community.
The Town’s Architectural Review Board has issued 40 permits for installation of deer fence
since January 2010, up from just a few permits in the prior two-years. A significant number of
residents have installed deer fences without obtaining a permit. One resident said, it is was her
“only protection against a deer invasion.”
Cumulative negative economic impacts to town residents, businesses and tourism have not been
formally assessed. However, common sense and anecdotal evidence strongly suggests economic
and cultural damage far exceeds potential budgetary cost (which we have not fully identified, see
page 14) of implementing a meaningful deer management plan. Many residents have the
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unacceptable experience of having lost healthy access to their own back yards. This indicates
that there are also substantial cultural and environmental negative impacts.
By way of illustration, police reports indicate deer collisions are increasing, despite caution of
the driving public. Thankfully, no fatalities have been reported to date. The cumulated estimated
costs of police action for deer collisions is not exactly known, as of this report, but it’s likely to
be meaningful. If costs of emergency transport of injured parties, treatment of actual injuries,
auto damage repair and animal removal are included, any cost estimate would increase. It is the
view of the DMWG that it is just a fraction of the untallied costs of not having an effective deer
management plan.
There are important environmental costs to deer overpopulation. East Hampton has a significant
amount of undeveloped (~43% preserved) land. Land preservation policy has created a diverse
combination of large-tract land ownership Town, Village, County State, Nonprofit
Organizations, Private. The DMWG identified the absence of any coordination across land
management constituencies as contributing to the uncontrolled and damaging growth in the deer
population. Any plan must address this issue. Deer recognize no governmental boundary.
Local preserved and native ecosystems have incurred significant environmental damage.
Observations by town environmental staff and naturalists report that increased browsing on deerpreferred plants are changing species composition, as well as, the fundamental structure of these
ecosystems. Many rare wildflowers are no longer seen. Common native herbaceous plants have
declined noticeably. Forested lands show a clear browse line (the so-called Hampton Haircut),
with many sections lacking nearly all of native herbaceous plants and having no saplings
growing to replace canopy trees as they age and decay. Intense browsing of native species has
led to an increase in unpalatable invasive plant species, such as garlic mustard (Alliaria
petiolata).
The drastic negative environmental impacts to the forest understory and the ecology of nonforest habitats also damage populations of other wildlife. For example, native birds depending on
herbaceous forest groundcover or nest low in trees or shrubs no longer have undamaged habitat
available in large sections of our forest. These long-term changes adversely impact the integrity
of East Hampton’s native and preserved ecosystems.

Solutions
Communities from the Carolinas to Maine are presently struggling with this issue. While some
states have adopted deer management plans, municipal implementation and participation has
been thwarted by government fragmentation, fiscal concerns, artificial boundaries created by
private and public land ownership and the absence of a local public consensus on an effective
response.
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It is the consensus of the DMWG that the Town of East Hampton adopt this comprehensive plan
that includes innovative and effective deer population management techniques. A clear deermanagement policy --- to reduce the population to sustainable levels at soon as practically
possible – is required. This policy must directly address the emerging public health and safety
emergency and provide for diverse options, including lethal and non-lethal methods, for longterm deer population sustainability.
Given the significant amount of preserved lands, parks, nature preserves, open-space owned by a
combination of federal, state, county and local governments, tax-exempt organizations, land
trusts, and private parties, coordinated deer-management practices must find methods to cross all
types of ownership. Voluntary efforts at coordination among land managers, should be given an
opportunity to develop before other options are considered.
The major factors affecting deer population, in the absence of large natural predators, are
hunting, the automobile, disease, the food supply and availability of suitable vegetative cover. As
East Hampton’s human population has grown, the deer population has grown to a level that is
unhealthy and uncompassionate for the ecosystem in general, the deer and ourselves.
While the deer population has expanded, land clearing/home and road building increased the
amount of “edge habitat” that deer prefer, simultaneously reducing the nearby acreage available
for hunting. Suprisingly, the overall number of permitted hunters has decreased. Predation by
automobile has increased. This kind of “management” technique is clearly undesirable and
ineffective. If we continue, starvation or disease may eventually begin to deplete the deer
population. This too is undesirable and uncompassionate. In the meantime, automobile accidents,
environmental and economic damage and human disease will increase.
Finally, deer recognize no governmental boundary. The five towns making up the east end have
had few coordinated efforts at comprehensive deer management. This should be explored.

Overview of Recent Efforts in East Hampton
Following an initial “Deer Summit” in February of 2010 called by Supervisor Bill Wilkinson, a
consensus emerged that East Hampton needed a “a plan” that returns the number of deer to a
level that allows our natural vegetation to grow, reduces the number of deer/human conflicts and
enables the consideration of both lethal and nonlethal management techniques.
In January of 2011, the Town Board asked its Nature Preserve Committee, a unit that has land
management responsibilities for designated parcels within the town, to prepare a preliminary
report.(see Addendum) It made the following recommendations for nature preserve properties:
encourage and facilitate hunting on private land
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encourage the grouping of smaller properties for hunting
encourage nuisance permits
maintain a list of hunters that landowners can contact
provide information regarding how property owners can donate deer meat to local food
pantries
obtain more accurate estimates of the current deer population and the size of a sustainable
herd.
These brief recommendations were welcome. To further acknowledge and to comprehensively
address the emerging emergency, the DMWG was formed under the direction of Councilman
Dominick Stanzione to develop a deer management plan.
The DMWG brought together for the first time decision makers across governmental boundaries
and land ownership for an ongoing forum about the deer emergency and potential solutions.
Discussions were held on many aspects of emergency and sustainable deer management.
Group members (see Addendum) included representatives from all area governments, nongovernmental entities and regulatory agencies that have direct land management responsibilities
affecting the deer population.
The DMWG includes: the United States Department of Agriculture, Suffolk County Parks
Department, New York State Parks, Village of East Hampton; Village Preservation Society of
East Hampton; Suffolk County Parks; NY State Parks; New York State Department of
Environmental Conservation (NYSDEC); The Peconic Land Trust; The Nature Conservancy;
The East Hampton Sportsmen’s Alliance; The Group for Wildlife; The Group for the East End;
East Hampton Dept of Natural Resources, East Hampton Department of Land Acquisition &
Management; East Hampton Planning Department; East Hampton Town Nature Preserve
Committee; East Hampton Town Police; Southampton Town, New York State Senator Ken
LaValle, New York State Assemblyman Fred Thiele; Suffolk County Legislator Jay
Schneiderman.
Michelle Gibbons and Chip Hamilton of the NYSDEC made significant contributions. It is
important to recognize the NYSDEC controls all methods of wildlife population management
regulation including permits for hunting and emergency action, “take” numbers, hunting areas,
nonlethal population control methods and must approve all local plans.
Senator LaValle and Assembly Thiele provided critical and accessible legislative context and
leadership to the effort. County Legislator Jay Schniederman provided important local and
county perspective. Larry Cantwell, East Hampton Village Administrator offered valuable and
experienced Village perspective to the DMWG.
As part of Councilman Stanzione’s outreach, the East Hampton Group for Wildlife was invited
to participate and called for any plan to include support for development of options for effective,
nonlethal techniques. Consideration of emerging nonlethal technologies are included as part of
the draft plan.
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The East Hampton Sportsman’s Alliance offered keen “hunters’ insight” into practical aspects of
hunting as a component of any plan.
The DMWG also sought participation of Lee Humberg, of the United States Department of
Agriculture Wildlife Service (USDA). Mr. Humberg provided valuable information and offered
assistance, including emergency services, that the agency provides to municipalities across the
nation.
Mr. Humberg explained that the USDA is available to develop and implement an action plan for
agressive deer population management. He presented important information regarding the
department’s Emergency Culling Program and explained how this element can be included in a
comprehensive deer management plan. The services provided by USDA complement the
regulatory authority of the NYSDEC.

State Law Provides a Path for an Integrated Plan
The New York State Environmental Quality Review Act (SEQRA) regulations provide a
process for formal municipal adoption of a Comprehensive Deer Management Plan.
Once the Town Board has discussed and decided on the elements that might be included, a final
draft will be prepared.
The adoption of any Comprehensive Deer Management Plan is an “action,” as defined by
6NYCRR Part 617 (SEQRA). The Town Board may direct the Planning Department to prepare
an Environmental Assessment Form (EAF) Part I, declare itself lead agency status and schedule
a public hearing. Following comments received at a public hearing, an EAF Part II can be drafted
by the Planning Department for the lead agency. The Town Board can then make a SEQRA
declaration. Once adopted, a final Deer Management Plan can be considered for inclusion as an
element of the Town’s Comprehensive Plan.

Outline of the Plan
The DMWG recommends adoption of a five year deer management plan, consistent with the
NYSDEC Management Plan. Having acknowledged the deer emergency, at least as it concerns
the public interest, the DMWG suggests the first step is to adopt a five-year comprehensive deer
management policy and commit to implement it quickly.
The DMWG recognizes that people of East Hampton are an important part of the “environment”
and have unavoidable responsibility to protect its habitat. DWMG also recognizes that awareness
and consideration of animal life and biological diversity is also a important element of human
responsibility. All agree, with regard to deer in East Hampton, what government has done in the
past has failed.
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The draft deer management plan acknowledges the need for the following:
obtain the most reliable baseline survey of the current deer herd
interim increases of hunting across a broader range of public and private land
coordination of local actions that effectively cross all government and quasi-government
and private land management within the Town
establishing reliable metrics to track program effectiveness
possible need for use of emergency deer culling
a program for increased communication and coordination among town and village
residents, government agencies and all members of the DMWG
development of nonlethal deer management methodologies
a long term financial commitment in the Town budget by establishing a “Deer
Management” line item in the annual budget that crosses departmental lines and includes
small grants in support of nonlethal research.
Increased efforts for funding support through grants, fence fees and cost sharing
consideration of more coordinated “Multi-Town” Deer Management plan.
coordination with the NYSDEC Deer Management Plan, 2011.
In broad terms, this draft plan seeks to incorporate best management practices over a five-year
period, coinciding with the NYS Deer Management Plan, that effectively and compassionately
reduces the deer herd to an ecologically and culturally sustainable level. The reduction to
sustainable deer population levels is important because it enables development and utilization of
nonlethal methodologies an opportunity to participate in overall sustainable deer management, as
they become both cost-efficient and effective.

2011 Town Board Actions to Facilitate Hunting
In accordance with preliminary recommendations from the DMWG, the Town Board passed a
resolution authorizing the Town Clerk to take responsibility of managing “bonus” tags and
information from the DEC and distributing bonus tags to hunters. The Board also waived the
dumping fee for deer carcasses at the town recycling center. These actions enabled local hunters
to harvest additional deer without first traveling to Stony Brook for bonus tags and allow
nuisance hunters to use the recycling facility without paying commercial hauler charges.
Councilman Stanzione wrote to the DEC on behalf of the Town Board on August 10, 2011
supporting the State Management Plan’s recommendations to expand the open area for firearms
deer hunting and to reduce the bow hunting setback.
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The schematic above represents a rough outline of the deer management concept

Specific Recommendations
The DMWG recommends inclusion of each of the following elements into a comprehensive,
long-term deer management plan that recognizes the interrelationship of each part to the other
resulting in a plan that is comprehensive, effective and compassionate.
The DMWG recommends that Village, Town, County laws be more fully coordinated with State
laws, as administrated by the DEC, to take maximum advantage of all the management options
contained in the State’s 2011 Deer Management Plan. The Town should join the DEC in its
efforts to change state law as recommended.

Actions for Town Board Consideration
Each of the actions listed below are described in detail in the narrative following this outline.
1. Assess Deer Numbers
a. Aerial Survey
b. Distance Sampling
c. No Formal Assessment
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2. Actions to Reduce the Deer Population
a. Explore Opening Additional Co-owned
Bowhunting During the 2012 Deer Season

(Town/County/State)

Land

to

b. Open the January Firearms Season to Non-residents
c. Facilitate NYSDEC Aggregate Nuisance Permits for Residential/Private Property
Owners
d. Apply to the NYSDEC for Nuisance Permits for Town-owned Lands
e. Expand the Actual Area Under Deer Management
f. Facilitate the Donation of Venison to Local Food Pantries
g. Contract with a Professional Deer Removal Organization (e.g. USDA, Wildlife
Services) to Cull the Deer Population
3. Deer Monitoring and Community Communications
a. Use the Town, Town Trustees, East Hampton Village and Sag Harbor Village
Websites and GIS Mapping Capabilities for Management, Communications and
Coordination
b. Create a Nuisance Deer Hotline
c. Establish Deer Management Programming on LTV
d.

Provide Residents and Tourists with Information on Living with Deer

e. Evaluate the Roadside Reflectors.
f. Inventory and Monitor the Impact of the Deer Population on Native Vegetation
4. Adjustments to State and Local Laws
a. Lobby for State Actions
b. Revise Local Deer Fence Law
c. Explore codifying elements of deer management
5. Long Term Sustainable Deer Management
a. Support Non-lethal Methods of Sustainable Deer Population Control
b. Make the DMWG a Permanent Advisory Committee
c. Ensure Adequate Staffing for Deer Management
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d. Provide Annual Budget for Deer Management

Actions for Town Board Consideration (Narrative)
1. Assess Deer Numbers
a. Aerial Survey
The Village of North Haven conducted an infrared aerial flyover to count and especially locate
deer herds before beginning their very successful project in 1996. Their cost for the flyover was
about $5,000.
According to Brookhaven National Laboratory and the USDA, the aerial survey method is the
most valuable initial activity for an effective and comprehensive deer management plan because
it provides the most accurate (85-95%) estimate of the extant deer population as well as location
information. It also offers a firm basis for any metric of effectiveness. A similar survey of East
Hampton’s 47,740 acres could cost approximately $50,000. Cost sharing opportunities with
other governmental and non-governmental organizations could be explored.
b. Distance Sampling
An estimate of East Hampton’s deer population was completed in 2006 by Frank Verret of
Wildlife Biometrics for the East Hampton Group for Wildlife using a distance sampling method
(see Addendum). Mr.Verret estimated that the town as a whole was supporting an average deer
density of 51.02 deer/mi² deer with a range of 10-85 deer/mi² where 20-40 deer/mi² was
recommended. It is possible to repeat this study to obtain a more up-to-date estimate. The cost
of the initial survey was $14,000.
c. No Formal Assessment
It is also possible to begin a herd reduction strategy based only on the need demonstrated by the
2006 estimate and the current anecdotal environmental and cultural conditions, which indicate a
material increase in population since 2006 and a serious and unsustainable environmental,
economic and cultural condition. To some in the DMWG, the need to scientifically verify the
number of deer is unnecessary. The emergency is already obvious.
However, one benefit of a new and accurate current estimate is that it would serve as a measure
of the program’s effectiveness. It would provide a baseline. The initial count methodology could
be repeated after a time; or the Plan could follow North Haven’s example and use deer-take data
and “counts” from a more formalized voluntary counting effort of hunters, trail users and other
environmental agencies. Of course, use of other metrics to broadly measure effectiveness could
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be made, ie. the obvious cultural indicators—including demand for legal and illegal deer fence,
victims of disease, auto accidents, and economic loss. The NYSDEC is available to advise us,
and is the only state agency responsible for managing deer populations.

2. Actions to Reduce the Deer Population
a. Explore Opening Additional Co-owned (Town/County/State) Land to Bowhunting During the
2012 Season
DWMG recommends opening more land for bowhunting opportunities. Opening “Amsterdam
Beach” (SCTM# 300-21-2-24.017, 300-32-6-1.002), for example, to deer hunting would add
nearly 200 acres of hunted land to the town. It is a small addition, but the cooperative
management agreement among New York State, Suffolk County, and the Town of East
Hampton, as co-landowners will provide more opportunity to allow hunters to reduce the deer
population during regular hunting seasons. The Town’s Land Acquisition & Management
Department can coordinate with State and County representatives to facilitate a management
plan specific to this site. The NYSDEC has expressed a willingness to manage Amsterdam
Beach as a cooperative hunting area similar to Hither Woods. The Town Board would need to
modify Chapter 91 of the Town Code to allow hunting on this property. Other smaller properties
should be considered for deer hunting as well.
b. Open the January Firearms Season to Non-residents
The NYSDEC has noted a nearly 40% decline in deer hunting participation in New York since
the mid-1980’s. Even with this decrease in the number of people hunting, the number of deer
harvested per square mile in East Hampton has risen from 1.00 in 1990 to 6.81 in 2009 (see
Addendum).
Hunting is the most cost-effective management tool used by all state wildlife agencies to
manage deer populations in emergency situations. Currently, only East Hampton Town residents
or taxpayers can hunt on East Hampton Town lands, with the exception of bowhunting, where a
resident or taxpayer may take a guest if the guest is registered with the Town Clerk. Opening the
January firearms season to non-residents would increase the number of hunters, as we expand the
amount of acreage open to hunting in the Town. Non-residents could be permitted by guest
license or included in the current lottery system. In the latter case, the DMWG would like to see
East Hampton Town residents given preference. These options would require a change to
Chapter 91 of the Town Code.
c. Facilitate NYSDEC Aggregate Nuisance Permits for Residential/Private Property Owners
Additional land can be opened to deer hunting if the owners of smaller adjoining properties give
permission to hunt. The attached maps illustrate the potential for the combination of land. Note
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that some analysis of the impact of deer reduction on any combination of parcels is advisable
before deer hunting is permitted on new properties. Aggregation could include written
permission from landowners to waive the 500’ discharge setback, allowing for even larger
hunting areas.
A regular method of combined coordination and communication should be established among
Town staff, the NYSDEC, Suffolk County and Village staff (when applicable). Deer
Management Coordination Staff could facilitate the NYSDEC nuisance permit application
process for private property owners and communicate NYSDEC rules and regulations to
property owners who want to participate in deer management and allow hunting on their property
during the regular hunting season. The DMWG strongly suggested that quick access to
information, maps and the availability of assistance be made available on the Town’s website.
These efforts are seen as essential to facilitate and promote public understanding of this part of
the deer management process.
d. Apply to the NYSDEC for Nuisance Permits for Town-owned Lands
The Town, working with the DMWG, the Nature Preserve Committee and Town staff could
approve temporary or permanent additional Town properties, needed for achieving the goals of a
Comprehensive Deer Management Plan, for hunting under specific nuisance permits if issued by
the NYSDEC. NYSDEC nuisance permits may also provide for selective baiting.
e. Expand the Actual Area Under Deer Management
The DMWG engaged the services of East Hampton Town’s GIS Mapping service to gain an
understanding of the current amount of land currently under any Deer Management. Initial GIS
mapping of all hunted lands in East Hampton show that deer hunting occurs on only about 22%
(9,441 acres) of land within the Town (see attached maps). This small amount of land under
“deer management” provides an indication of how the deer emergency developed. More
importantly, it clearly indicates the need for this draft plan to deal squarely with highly
fragmented land ownership. Dealing effectively with this fragmentation requires voluntary
action. The DMWG suggests efforts be made to formalize such voluntary action, before changes
to law, mandating such coordination, are considered.
The GIS initiative further revealed a significant portion of residential areas located relatively
close to woods and preserved land, providing deer with a convenient alternative habitat to forest
life. The obvious impacts of this development on taxpaying residents now exceed any
reasonable level of accommodation. These “neighborhood deer havens” make important claims
on any deer management initiative.
f. Facilitate the Donation of Venison to Local Food Pantries
East Hampton’s food pantries already provide an important outlet for the distribution of
processed deer meat, along with their other food items. Expanding the access of harvested deer
through food pantries would be an important residual benefit of this draft deer management plan.
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The DMWG recognizes the importance and efforts of our local food pantries and strongly
suggests a final plan include a system for expanded deer meat distribution, and specifically
locating and organizing people to butcher and store the meat.
g. Contract with a Professional Deer Culling Organization (e.g. USDA, Wildlife Services) to
Cull the Deer Population
The United States Department of Agriculture, Wildlife Services program provides a full service
of culling the Town’s deer population with sharpshooters. The USDA process for formulating
an emergency culling plan includes thorough preliminary population analysis and survey work,
herd location analysis, property management authorizations and up to a three year period of
periodic culling. Any USDA emergency culling program would be developed in cooperation
with the NYSDEC and should include the participation of local hunters. A Request for Proposal
to examine the cost of this option could be issued by the Town Board or additional professional
deer removal services may be explored. The earliest any such effort could be implemented
would be FY 2013, however inter-governmental planning would begin in FY 2012. Total costs
for a full three-year implementation program could approach $90,000.
This option is the most aggressive of all recommendations of the DMWG. Hunters and
humanitarians recognize this, but many others consider it consider it to be overdue. It is
understood only communities with severe environmental, health and safety, cultural and
economic distress would consider such a powerful option. The effectiveness of such an option is
clear. The cost is noteworthy. It remains in the Plan for consideration.
3. Deer Monitoring and Community Communications
a. Use the Town, Town Trustees, East Hampton Village and Sag Harbor Village Websites and
GIS Mapping Capabilities for Management, Communications and Coordination
In order to address the problems created by fractional ownership, the Town website and GIS
program should be used to actively and interactively monitor, communicate and coordinate with
land owners/managers and the community. This GIS program could be used to gauge program
effectiveness by, for example, tracking harvest data, mapping complaints from a “nuisance deer
hotline” (see below) and coordinating hunters with both residential home owners and the larger
landowners/managers.
The Town’s website could be used by landowners, hunters and the Town Clerk to facilitate
nuisance or hunting permit processes. A deer management web application (a deer app) could
provide for more energetic and informative communication between landowners, hunters and
residents. Available information could include landowner reports, meeting schedules and links
to NYSDEC and other landowners’ websites. The Peconic Land Trust has expressed an interest
in placing its hunting information on the Town website.
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b. Create a Nuisance Deer Hotline
A nuisance deer hotline will provide a place for residents to report deer problems, whether on
private or public land. This information can be integrated with the GIS mapping program to
coordinate hunters and/or nuisance permit applicants.
c. Establish Deer Management Programming on LTV
A television series could be used to inform people about the deer emergency, explain the
dynamics of deer population biology and the need for active deer management.
d. Provide Residents and Tourists with Information on Living with Deer
Deer are vital part of East Hampton’s environment and contribute to the character of our
community. Various forms of communication could be used to provide people with information
on how to avoid conflicts with deer and other wildlife. This could include a slow-driving
campaign, information on deer resistant planting and tick-borne disease prevention.
e. Evaluate the Roadside Reflectors.
In January, 2008 and 2011 the East Hampton Group for Wildlife installed reflectors on a
segment of Stephen Hands Path in an effort to reduce deer/vehicle collisions. The success of this
project could be analyzed and decisions made to expand the use reflectors to other areas that are
prone to such collisions.
f. Inventory and Monitor the Impact of the Deer Population on Native Vegetation
Observations by town staff indicate that local preserved and native ecosystems have incurred
significant environmental damage from overbrowsing by deer. A scientific inventory and
analysis of existing conditions could be conducted and a plan for continuous monitoring could be
developed.

4. Adjustments to State and Local Laws
a. Lobby for State Actions
Appendix 5 of the NYSDEC’s Management Plan for White-tailed Deer in New York State 20112015 discusses a number of proposed changes to the Environmental Conservation Law that could
help the Town of East Hampton in its efforts to reduce the deer population to a healthy level.
Included in the recommended changes is a reduction in the setback distance for the discharge of
vertical bows and crossbows from at least 500’ to at least 150’ from a structure. The 500’ setback
would still remain for firearms. A circle with a 500’ radius contains approximately 18 acres. A
circle with a 150’ radius contains approximately 1.6 acres. This proposed change recognizes the
much shorter range of arrows, typically 25 yards or less. This law change could be lobbied for
by the Town.
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The NYSDEC Plan also recommends expansion of the “open area” for the firearms season and
increasing the number of days of the season. These actions both could provide more opportunity
for deer hunting and could be lobbied for by the Town.
b. Revise Local Deer Fence Law
The Town should consider revising the existing deer fence regulations. Cooperation with the
Village should also be sought. The proliferation of legal and illegal deer fencing provides the
only meaningful protection residents of East Hampton have within their grasp. A decade of
costly environmental inaction and seeming unawareness of a burgeoning deer emergency now
leaves East Hampton homeowners, businesses, farmers and tourists with but one non-lethal
defense. Fences push the deer emergency out to other residents. Yet, without fences, there
would be no protection at all against the damage to property. Taxpayers have come to the
paradoxical place, where they enclose property in wire and call it freedom. Proliferation of deer
fences are no substitute for a management plan.
It may seem hard hearted to recommend limits on deer fencing. However, as long as deer fences
proliferate, a deer management plan may not have the necessary support for success. The
DMWG recommends inclusion of deer fence metrics as a potential element in measuring the
effectiveness of any deer management plan.
c. Explore Codifying Elements of Deer Management
The East Hampton Town Code currently contains deer related code provisions, primarily
directed at hunting regulations. The New York State Deer Management Plan suggests several
local government codification options, including residential nuisance permitting and reductions
in setbacks. The plan should explore meaningful code amendments.
One suggestion was a fee/fine/tax for large tract private nonprofit property owners’ for properties
over a certain size that don’t participate in deer management by allowing reasonable control
measures to be permitted on site. This would seek to address the potential management gap for
nonprofit organizations that have accepted land with covenants prohibiting specific wildlife
management techniques.

5. Long Term Sustainable Deer Management
a. Support Non-lethal Methods of Sustainable Deer Population Control
Fertility control has been suggested a number of times by the East Hampton Group for Wildlife
as an alternative to lethal methods of deer population control. Fertility control of free-ranging
deer in New York State is only permitted pursuant to a NYSDEC license to collect and possess
for scientific purposes and must be for legitimate scientific research. At this time, the NYSDEC
does not consider fertility control to be a viable, stand-alone option for managing deer
populations in New York. Nevertheless, we recognize a voice for non-lethal management
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options to help sustain healthy deer populations in East Hampton. The Town Board could
consider proposals for legitimate scientific research to be conducted in limited areas after the
number of deer has been reduced to a healthy level. In broad terms, a comprehensive deer
management plan should be inclusive of both lethal and non-lethal methodologies.
b. Make the DMWG a Permanent Advisory Committee
Since deer management will be an ongoing process, the diverse expertise of the Deer
Management Working Group could be useful long term. The Town Board could consider
making the DMWG a permanent advisory committee in order to draw on the individual
members’ knowledge and expertise.
c. Ensure Adequate Staffing for Deer Management
Coordination of both public and private land managers is a critical element of effective deer
management. This includes coordination with Village of East Hampton, Southampton Town,
Suffolk County, State of New York, non-governmental organizations, private property owners
and the public. If a nuisance deer hotline and assistance for homeowners in permit applications
are adopted, it is essential to designate current staff members or hire new staff members to
perform these duties as well as to coordinate all matters relating to the plan. Staff may also be
required for website maintenance, GIS mapping, grant coordination and coordination of nonlethal methodology research and implementation. Staff will also be necessary to educate and
communicate with the public about the Town’s deer management efforts.
d. Provide Annual Budget for Deer Management
Given the multiyear commitment required to address the deer emergency, the DMWG
recommends annual budgetary support for the duration of the plan.
After discussion and decisions regarding the above options included in this draft are completed,
the Town Board will be better able to determine the budgetary commitment necessary to
implement a final deer management plan and may wish to establish a new line in the Town
Budget. Many actions will not require a separate budget line, but will require current staff time.
While the DMWG offers three options for deer population estimates, consultation with USDA
and Brookhaven National Laboratory suggest that the best first step to a solution is to have a
scientifically reliable estimate of the current deer population. If this course is taken, funding for
such an estimate could cost approximately $50,000. Another significant cost consideration is the
implementation of an emergency culling program using the USDA or other professional wildlife
removal service, which could cost approximately $90,000 over a three year period. Still other
cost considerations include hiring a part-time employee as a Deer Management Coordinator
(~$30,000) and necessary supplies (~$5,000). A fund for non-lethal methodology research
should be considered (~10,000) as well.
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Funding sources for financing the preliminary estimate of the draft deer management plan
should include grants, CPF management and stewardship allowances, fees for hunting permits
and deer fences and lastly, direct appropriation.
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Deer Management Working Group Members
Andrew Gaites, East Hampton Town Land Acquisition and Management Department
Bill Crain, East Hampton Group for Wildlife
Dan Heston, The Peconic Land Trust/North Fork Stewardship Manager
Dr. Ellen Crain, East Hampton Group for Wildlife
East Hampton Town Councilman Dominic Stanzione
Ed Ecker, East Hampton Town Police Chief
Frederick Hamilton, New York State Department of Environmental Conservation/Division of
Fish, Wildlife & Marine Resources
Jeremy Samuelson, The Group for the East End
Jim Brundige, East Hampton Town Airport
Julie Zaykowski, Peconic Land Trust/Director of Administration
Kathy Cunningham, East Hampton Village Preservation Society
Kimberly Shaw, East Hampton Town Natural Resources Department
Liza J. Bobseine, New York State Department of Environmental Conservation/Environmental
Conservation Officer
Larry Penny, East Hampton Town Natural Resources Department
Lee Humberg, United States Department of Agriculture Wildlife Service
Len Czajka, East Hampton Town Nature Preserve Committee, Deer Subcommittee Chair
Ltd. Chris Hatch, East Hampton Town Police
Marguerite Wolffsohn, East Hampton Town Planning Department
Matt Swain, The Peconic Land Trust/ South Fork Land Steward
Michelle Gibbons, New York State Department of Environmental Conservation/Regional
Wildlife Manager
Mike Scheibel, The Nature Conservancy/ Mashomack Preserve Manager
Nick Gibbons, Suffolk County Parks/Principal Environmental Analyst
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Pam Greene, Peconic Land Trust/VP of Stewardship
Ron Delsener, East Hampton Group for Wildlife
Russ Calemmo, East Hampton Town Nature Preserve Committee/Food Pantry/Waterfowl
Association
Terrence O’Riordan, The East Hampton Sportsmen’s Alliance
Thomas Miller, East Hampton Town Nature Preserve Committee/Local Hunter
Tom Dess, Supt. NY State Parks
William Wilkinson, East Hampton Town Supervisor

EX OFFICIO:
Anna Throne-Holst, Southampton Town Supervisor
Fred Overton, East Hampton Town Clerk
Fred Thiele, New York State Assemblyman
Jay Schneiderman, Suffolk County Legislator
Ken La Valle, NYS Senator
Larry Cantwell, Village of East Hampton Administrator
Michael Jeffrey Griffith, Attorney
Tracey Bellone Suffolk County Parks Deputy Commissioner
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Appendix Links
Aerial Infared (FLIR) Deer Survey Brookhaven National Laboratory, Brookhaven, NY; Susan
Bernatas, Vision Air Research Inc.; April 26, 2010
An Evaluation of Deer Management Options; the New England Chapter of The Wildlife Society
http://www.state.nj.us/dep/fgw/pdf/deer_mgt_options.pdf
Environmental Assessment An Integrated Wildlife Damage Management Approach for the
Management of White-tailed Deer Damage in the State of New York; USDA Animal and Plant
Health Inspection Service Wildlife Services; January 2003
Final Environmental Assessment Amended White-Tailed Deer Management Program, US Fish
and Wildlife Service, Long Island Refuge Complex, Wertheim National Wildlife Refuge,
Shirley, NY; April 24, 2007
Finding of No significant Impact and Decision, An Integrated Wildlife Damage Management
Approach for the Management of White-tailed Deer Damage in the State of New York, USDA
Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service Wildlife Services; Charles SW. Brown; February 6,
2003
Managing Urban Deer in Connecticut webpage: http://www.ct.gov/dph/lib/dph/urbandeer07.pdf
New York Sharpshooter Certification and Standard Operating Procedure for Wildlife Removal in
Urban/Suburban Areas or Airports Using Large Caliber Rifles and Shotgun Slugs; USDA
Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service Wildlife Services; January 9, 2008
New York State Department of Environmental Conservation Deer Management Program
webpage: http://www.dec.ny.gov/animals/7211.html
Village of Cayuga Heights, New York Deer Population Control webpage: http://www.cayugaheights.ny.us/deer.html
White-Tailed Deer population Estimates in the Town of East Hampton, New York; Frank Verret
of Wildlife Biometrics; October 20 2006
White-tailed Deer Survey for Brookhaven National Laboratory, Wertheim National Wildlife
Refuge and Rocky Point Wilderness Area, Long Island, NY; Susan Bernatas, Vision Air
Research Inc.; May 7, 2004
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